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• Abstract (300 words):
The essay traces a ‘theology’ of western preservation in order to look beyond the tangible realm it is most usually situated in. Attempting a leap from the world of people to the world of buildings, this work contemplates on the concept of death and portrays buildings through the transcendental language of religion to approach their intangible context.
The idea of preservation is fundamentally attached to modernity, through the imperative questions of keeping and erasing. The birth of a monument celebrates a decisive moment in time when loss is confronted daringly; it is this very exposure to the loss that constructs its exceptionality. The monument emerges as a proud remnant of the past and blessed by the vision of the future; it confidently charts its way through the heaven-hell-like crossroads. However, in their heaven-quest, most preserved buildings would not qualify as monuments, but rather lie in Aquinas’ limbo condition; impossible to be either
condemned or blessed. The fundamental death-dipole collapses. These buildings enter a waiting list of no redemption, hiding away from the fate of matter. Resembling ‘the unbaptised’, Agamben would insist these buildings seem to oppose the future in the most radical way possible. The rising of the unbaptised establishes the gradual demise of God. Therefore, we question the subject of preservation, discussing the distinction between monuments and listed buildings, exploring the discreet line between a confident disuse and a timid reuse. Shifting from a Derridean building-archive to the undramatic epidemic of building-lists marks the deadlock of the contemporary. Trapped within their flesh, listed buildings release their offsprings from any responsibility of replacement whatsoever. A constant drifting away from the warlike morality of heroes and saints, only to embrace the pacific ethics of the supermodel, thus pointing at starchitecture.
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